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Our Forest School sessions are on a Friday 

morning. Please can 

you send in some warm 

clothing and clothes 

that you don’t mind 

getting a little dirty on a 

Friday! 

 Our topic this half term is ‘All About Me’. We will be getting to know as much about the 

children as possible and celebrating them throughout this term. We will be exploring different 

questions through sensory based activities in this time, such as ‘what do I 

like?’, ‘what are my family’s beliefs and traditions?’ and ‘what is all around 

us?’. If there is anything you would like to send in that would help that 

would much appreciated! 

Welcome back! We hope that you have all had a wonderful summer holiday and are looking 
forward to the year ahead in Maple Class!  

This year, there will be 2 new members of staff to the class: Ben, the class teacher; and 
Charlotte, the class  teaching assistant. These additions are alongside the ever hardworking 
Yuki and Helen, who will continue to support the care needs of the children. As well as this, 
we will have the addition of Tracey, who is kindly volunteering for us on a Tuesday.  

If you have any questions that need asking, don’t hesitate to ask, we will 
be more than happy to help! 

Team Maple! 

September 2019 

 

Please send in snacks and drinks if you would 
like your child to have anything specific. We will 
have a snack at break 
time in the morning and 
before the children go 
home, drinks will also be 
offered throughout the 
day.  

 You may have already got the slip we sent out earlier in the week, but if you didn't, 

our rebound therapy will be on a Wednesday morning and our hydrotherapy will 

be on a Thursday morning. We will do hydrotherapy on a 2 week rota, half of the 

class one week and half the other so please send in their kit with them on the 

Thursday morning (please send it in every week in case of others being absent).  


